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Summary 
From the pre-industrial period till now fossil fuel has played an important role for fulfilling 
the demand of energy for cooking and heating. At present about 40% of global electricity is 
being produced by burning different quality and type of coal and this is predicted to increase 
by 5% in 2030. Coal contains a high amount of carbon and emits large quantities of carbon 
dioxide into the atmosphere during combustion. It is predicted that burning fossil fuel alone 
for generating electricity is emitting about 25.9% of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. 
Atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases has increased from 
pre-industrial level, leading to a global temperature increase of 0.7 degree centigrade.  
Coal being highly rich in carbon content compared to other fossil fuels such as natural gas 
and petroleum, emits relatively higher carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. According to IEA, 
coal and gas comprised of 41.5% and 20.9% of electricity generated worldwide. There are 
different ways of generating electricity using coal and gas such as converting coal into fine 
powder or into gaseous form before combustion. In the case of gas fired power plants 
combined cycle power plant is regarded as a more efficient method of generating electricity 
as waste heat is also re-utilised to generate electricity. In comparison between coal and gas, 
gas is regarded as less carbon intensive fuel, emitting 55% less CO2 per MWh of energy 
produced. 
Many non-carbon technologies are already in commercial use to reduce emissions from 
industries and power plants to atmosphere. One of the alternatives is switching from carbon to 
non-carbon sources of energy such as solar, wind, hydro and nuclear powers or to less carbon 
intensive sources of energy. However, switching to non-carbon sources of energy is not easy 
for all countries globally. Therefore one of the possibilities would be to implement new 
technology in power plants called Carbon Capture and Storage technology. With Carbon 
Capture and Storage technology it is possible to capture 80-90% of carbon dioxide from the 
power plants.  
In this thesis, I have compared the cost of Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) using different 
fossil fuel power plants for generating the power. Three types of power plants, Pulverized 
coal (PC), Intergraded gasification combined cycle (IGCC) and Natural gas combined cycle 
(NGCC), are considered when analysing the cost of electricity with and without the carbon 
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capture facility installed. Cost comparisons between renewable and CCS implemented plant is 
also discussed. 
 Using Carbon Capture and Storage Technology reduces the net efficiency of power plants 
and   increases the cost per unit of power production. Analysis and comparison shows that 
with and without capture technology installed, pulverized coal plant emitted higher carbon 
dioxide compared to natural gas power plant. Without capture facility installed 78.29 
US$/MWh of electricity produced by a PC plant was found to be cheaper compared to 89, 81 
US$/ MWh by NGCC power plant. At the same it was also found that with capture facility 
installed cost of electricity increased by 47.01 US$/MWh for PC plant, 28.04 US$/MWh for 
IGCC plant and 68.88 US$/MWh for NGCC plant, with capturing efficiency of 
approximately 90% .  
Transportation and storage also play an important role in per unit cost of the power produced. 
Review of the literature showed that transportation costs for same distances varied with 
capacity of the power plant, the higher the capacity lower the cost. 
Further a simple optimisation model is presented to analyse the optimal path of Carbon 
Capture and Storage technology compared to plants without carbon capture and renewable 
energy. Four phases of the model are discussed and the outcome starts in phase I and moves 
to phase II or starts directly from phase II if tax rates on carbon dioxide are sufficiently high. 
As a result the outcome will asymptotically approach phase III if 0)(' vs and phase IV if 
0)(' vs .  
Cost of fossil fuel power with CCS technology is compared with hydropower, nuclear energy, 
solar energy and wind energy. The comparison showed that the cost of electricity production 
is lower for non carbon emitting power plants compared to capture power plants. 
Finally, the marginal cost of electricity production is calculated with different levels of tax 
rates. From the results it can be seen that with substantially high emission penalties CCS 
technology would become competitive in the market with plants without capture. However, 
with abundant availability of fossil fuels and large scale deployment of CCS technology a 
fraction of total carbon dioxide produced during electricity production will still be released 
back into the atmosphere.  
Keywords: carbon capture, emission, optimization model, cost of capture          
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1 Introduction 
The rise in global temperature is taking place as a result of emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) 
into the atmosphere from the industries and power plants. The temperature from pre-industrial 
levels has increased by 0.7 degree centigrade leading to global warming (Baling 2003). It has 
been estimated that carbon dioxide concentration in the atmosphere is increasing at an annual 
rate of 1.4% (IEA 2009a). If the actions to reduce carbon dioxide emissions are not adapted 
effectively, the global temperature is likely to increase a further 1.1-6.4 degree centigrade by 
2100 (IPCC 2007a). 
If the global temperature increases as predicted, it will adversely affect human and 
biodiversity. The melting of glaciers and icebergs has been accelerated, resulting in a rise in 
sea levels and threatening many plant and animal species with extension. To minimize the 
adverse effects of global warming it is important to limit the global emissions of carbon 
dioxide in the atmosphere. If global CO2 emissions could be stabilised to 440 parts per 
million, there is 50 percent chance that these negative externalities could be avoided (Barret 
2009). However, achieving this goal requires following the Kyoto protocol by the industrial 
counties and emission levels have to start to decline by 2015 (IPCC 2007b). At the same time 
it is important to achieve a reduction of 50 percent or more of CO2 compared to a business as 
usual scenario by 2030 (IPCC 2007b).  
One way of reducing CO2 emission is switching to non carbon sources of energy such as 
hydro, solar, wind and nuclear powers as alternatives. Technologies to generate electricity 
through renewable natural resources are available on a commercial level. Since, power 
generation from fossil fuels dominates many industrial and domestic sectors, switching to 
renewable sources of energy in combination to non-renewable energy and slowly terminating 
the use of fossil fuels would help to stabilise atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide. A 
large number of past studies have projected that fossil fuels will dominate the production of 
energy at least for the next 40-50 years (IPCC 2005). Therefore, it is necessary to develop and 
use alternate technologies to increase the efficiency of power plants and capture emissions in 
order to reduce the atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide.   
Energy is essential for economic growth. For different types of economic activities industries 
and power plants are dependent on cheaper and non-renewable natural resources such as coal, 
oil and natural gas. Increasing the use of fossil fuels and firewood through deforestation is 
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believed to be a primary source of increasing the concentration of carbon dioxide in the 
atmosphere compared to pre-industrial levels. 
To reduce CO2 emissions in the future, new technologies have already been developed but 
large-scale commercial production and distribution is still limited. Carbon Capture and 
Storage (CCS) technology is emerging as a promising technology for reducing CO2 emissions 
from power plants and industries. Using CCS technology CO2 can be captured directly from 
large power stations and industrial plants running on fossil fuels. CO2 emitted from the 
burning of fossil fuels can be captured using techniques such as post combustion, pre-
combustion and oxy-fuel combustion, and be transported to safe sites either by large tankers, 
ships or pipelines. In this way CO2 can be stored safely in the suitable geological sites or in 
deep ocean. Captured CO2 can also be used in Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) for extracting 
oil in the reservoirs and for storage purpose.    
The CCS technology has been seen as a potential technique for reducing CO2 in the 
atmosphere. It could help to meet climate targets set by different countries around the globe. 
According to Energy Technology Essentials (IEA), CCS technology will enable to capture 
around 85-90% of CO2 from industries like steel, cement, power plants and synthetic fuel 
production (IEA 2008a). 
Currently, some projects such as Slipner and Snøhvit in Norway, Weyburg in Canada, In 
Salah in Algeria and Gorgon in Australia (IPCC 2005) are testing and exploring the 
possibility of CCS technology in a small scale. The CCS technology is still under 
development, therefore, costs related to fully integrated CCS systems and possibility and the 
cost of retrofitting power plants in the long run are yet uncertain. Research and Development 
projects such as the International Energy Agency and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change are conducting various research regarding the uncertainties and possibilities to 
commercialise CCS technology. However, this will require technological advancement and 
experience and strong political commitments on climate policies implementation (IPCC 2005, 
IEA 2008a).  
The Kyoto Protocol on international climate agreement was established under the United 
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (FCCC) in 1997 between developed 
nations in an attempt to stabilised CO2 and other GHG emissions. Flexible market 
mechanisms such as Emission Trading, Clean Development Mechanisms and Joint 
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Implementations were established under the Kyoto Protocol’s framework in order to help 
committed countries to comply and reduce their emissions in cost effective ways. Carbon 
Trading enables countries to trade their permits on the international market. Higher permit 
prices and tax rates will increase marginal costs of production and make emissions more 
expensive, which on the other hand will motivate industrialised nations into developing less 
carbon intensive and more environmental friendly technologies. Generating electricity under 
current scenarios with CCS technology available is expensive compared to those without CCS 
(e.g. see IPCC 2005, IEA 2008a). However, in the future, if global caps on emission are 
established and CO2 tax rates or permit prices are sufficiently high compared to capturing and 
storing of carbon dioxide, then CCS can be effective technology for mitigating climate 
change. Carbon Capture and Storage encompasses wide areas of industry and power plants 
therefore I would like to limit my study to specifically carbon capture in power generating 
power plants. 
1.1 Objective of this paper, Methods and Materials 
The main objective of this paper is: firstly, to compare the cost of Carbon Capture and 
Storage technology between electricity generating power plants using coal and gas with and 
without CCS technology. Secondly, cost comparisons of power plants using CCS technology 
and power plants using renewable sources as fuel for generating electrcity. This study will 
examine the feasibility of CCS technology as a possible potential mitigation option for 
climate change on a global scale.  
 Integrated Environmental Control Model (IECM) is used to analyse and account for the cost 
of carbon dioxide capture at new pulverized coal, integrated gasification combined cycle and 
natural gas power plants. The IECM is publicly available software for calculating the 
performance, emission and cost of the power plants mentioned earlier with and without 
carbon capture facility. The software was developed by Carnegie Mellon University and 
Department of Engineering and Public Policy. For this study IECM version 6.2.1 is used and 
technical documentation for each power plant is available in User Manual: Integrated 
Environmental Control Model (Rubin et al 2007). All costs are in 2007 constant US dollars. 
The rest of this thesis is organised as follows: Section 2 provides information on carbon 
dioxide emission levels in different sectors and production of electricity by means of 
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renewable and non-renewable sources of energy on a global scale. Section 3 provides cost 
estimates for Carbon Capture and Storage in large power plants. Section 4 discusses 
optimisation problems for renewable and non-renewable energy production using control 
theory. Section 5 presents a cost comparison of producing electricity in renewable and non-
renewable power plants. Section 6 discusses climate policy and the deployment of CCS 
technology.    
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2  World Energy Consumption and 
CO2 Emissions 
The major source of anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions are the industries requiring 
fossil fuel as a source of energy. Percentage consumption of fossil fuel in different sectors of 
the economy is illustrated in figure 1  
 
Figure 1: CO2 equivalent emissions in 2004 in different sector of economy  
Source: IPCC 4th assessment report: Climate Change 2007b, Synthesis report fig 2.1 
Figure 1 shows the share of CO2 equivalent emission from different sectors of the economy in 
residential 2004. Production of electricity accounted 25.90% of annual global emission of 
CO2. The second largest emitter is the industry sector accounting for 19.40% of total 
emissions and after that comes forestry and agriculture. Emissions from the power sector and 
industrial sector can be captured using CCS technology but it is not technologically possible 
to capture CO2 from the other sectors under current circumstances. 
As the world population is increasing, the demand for electricity is also increasing to meet 
both domestic and industrial demands. For meeting the energy demand of the growing global 
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economy electricity generation is expected to increase from 18197 TWh in 2005 to 35384 
TWh in 2030 (IEA 2007 p 93). Figure 2 illustrates percentage production of electricity of total 
primary energy produced with different sources. Without the implementation of any policy 
changes, production of electricity of coal would increase to 45% by 2030 and gas to 23% 
(figure 2). In contrast, electricity generation by hydro is predicted to reduce from 16% in 2005 
to 14% by 2030 and nuclear from 15% in 2005 to 9% in 2030 at the same time oil use in 
electricity generation is predicted to decrease from 7% in 2005 to 3% in 2030 (Figure 2). On 
the other hand other renewable sources such as wind and solar are estimated to increase from 
2% to 7% by 2030. It is predicated that by 2050 consumption of fossil fuel will increase 
emissions of CO2 by approximately 130% compared to the 2005 level of emissions (IEA 
2008a). If new policies to reduce CO2 emissions are not enacted and implemented this will 
increase the concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.  
 
Figure 2: Energy production comparison between 2005 and 2030 using different resource 
Source: IEA 2007 World Energy Outlook 2007. China and India Insights p 93 
2.1 Techniques to reduce CO2 
Many alternate processes such as carbon filters etc exist on a commercial level to reduce 
carbon dioxide emissions from industries into the atmosphere. Fossil fuels used in power 
plants are rich in carbon, among them coal being highly rich in carbon content compared to 
other fossil fuels, emits higher amounts of carbon dioxide.  Switching from carbon to less 
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carbon intensive i.e. gas or renewable source of energy such as solar power, wind, hydro, 
geothermal and nuclear energy are possible means of reducing anthropogenic emissions of 
CO2. Another non renewable possibility is Carbon Capture and storage. 
To implement CCS technology in the long run a full demonstration of the projects in 
commercial scale is necessary and awareness among the political, public and private sector is 
very important. According to IEA predictions, to meet global carbon reduction targets by 
2020, approximately 100 CCS projects in full running condition are needed throughout the 
world and by 2050 around 3000 projects are required (IEA 2008 ). These projects will be 
capable of capturing over 10 Gt of carbon dioxide by 2050 from different sectors of the 
economy (IEA 2009). The electricity generation sector will have highest share of carbon 
dioxide capture, approximately 5.5 Gt per year, accounting for 55% of total emissions 
captured worldwide (IEA 2009). Different studies conclude that for the CCS system to be 
successfully commercialised in large scale will require more efficient and low cost 
technologies. On the other hand it will also require political cooperation to limit CO2 
emissions. Both these process take time. Delay in policy to limit emissions will have impact 
on the implementation of CCS system. IPCC 2005 in their special report on Carbon dioxide 
and Storage concludes that an absence of such a policy, CCS technology will have very little 
opportunity to be established on a commercial level.   
Renewable sources mentioned earlier have large potential to generate and supply energy 
worldwide but face economical and political obstacles, causing slow transition from non-
renewable energy to renewable (Bachu 2007). In addition to economical and political barriers 
for development of renewable energy, there are considerable environmental and security 
concerns as well. Hydropower, solar and wind power plants require interventions into 
landscape that have negative impacts on landscape and biodiversity. Nuclear power plants 
produce radioactive waste that is potentially harmful to environment and humans and has a 
high disposable cost. By either using renewable or non renewable resources there are certain 
negative effects that cannot be avoided.  
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3 Cost estimates for Capture and 
Storage 
3.1 Factors affecting cost of carbon capture and 
storage 
Carbon Capture and Storage is emerging as a new technology for reducing the concentration 
of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. However, implementation of this technology on a 
commercial scale depends on the design of capture facility, fuel cost, total efficiency of the 
plant, availability of stable long term storage sites, the possibility of retrofitting currently 
running power plants and life time of those power plants. The CCS technology can be divided 
into three different stages: the first stage is capturing carbon dioxide from power plants and 
compressing. The second stage is transporting to storage sites and the final stage is injecting it 
into geological media. Each stage of CCS technology requires different methods and 
technologies therefore these stages can be analysed separately as shown in figure (3) 
     
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Different stages of CCS 
Source: IPCC 2005.  
3.2 Carbon Capture  
Carbon dioxide capture costs depends on the type of plant installed, the capacity of power 
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dioxide, nitrogen oxides and other particles present) it could be separated into two classes, 
clean coal and dirty coal. Clean coal consists of a higher concentration of carbon and lower 
concentration of other toxic gases, while dirty coal has a higher concentration of toxic gases. 
Since CCS technology is basically designed to capture CO2, a higher concentration of other 
gases mentioned above and in absence of technology or process to separate CO2 from other 
gases and particles present in the fuel will generate technical uncertainties in implementing 
the capture technology. In 2007 coal and gas comprised of 41.5% and 20.9% respectively of 
electricity generated worldwide (IEA 2009b).Consider three different power plants used 
widely for producing electricity:  
1. Pulverized coal (PC) power plants 
2. Integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) power plants,  
3. Natural gas combined cycle (NGCC) power plants.  
The pulverized coal power plant was first introduced in USA in 1920’s for electricity 
generation (Rubin et al 2007a). Since then with research and development programmes, more 
efficient technology has been developed for pulverized coal plants i.e. supercritical boilers 
compared to subcritical and are deployed worldwide for electricity generation. In pulverized 
coal power plants coal is grounded into fine powder then injected into furnace for combustion 
which in return produces high pressure steam that drives the turbine to generate electricity 
(MIT 2007).  
Intergraded gasification combined cycle power plants use coal for generating electricity like 
pulverised coal plants but use different methods to produce electricity. The IGCC power plant 
converts coal into gaseous form. After removing impurities like sulphur oxides and nitrides, 
synthesis gas is passed to gas turbines to generate electricity. At present only five coal fired 
IGCC plants are in operation and generating 1.5GW of power worldwide (IEA 2008a). 
Electricity can be generated in many ways using natural gas i.e. steam turbines, gas turbines 
and combine turbines. In steam turbines gas is burned to boil water and generate high 
pressure steam, which is used to rotate large turbines and generate electricity (IPCC 2005). In 
gas turbines instead of using steam, gas produced during burning natural gas is used to run 
turbines and generate electricity (IPCC 2005). Combined cycle is regarded as a more efficient 
method of generating electricity as waste heat is reutilised to generate electricity. In 2007 an 
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estimated 4127 TWh electricity was produced using natural gas (IEA 2009b). Gas is regarded 
as a less polluting source of energy compared to coal approximately emitting 55% less CO2 
per MWh (Rubin et al 2007b) of energy produced.  
However, power plants mentioned and discussed above generate large amounts of carbon 
dioxide, which is directly released into the atmosphere increasing the concentration of CO2. 
The rate of emission in each technological process will however vary depending on the 
amount of fossil fuel used in production and as well as type of fossil fuel used. With carbon 
capture plants it will be possible to reduce CO2 emissions by approximately 85%-90% (IEA 
2008a). There are three different technological processes that can be implemented in power 
plants to reduce levels of emissions into the atmosphere and those are: post-combustion, oxy-
fuel combustion and pre-combustion. 
In the post-combustion capturing process, carbon dioxide is separated from fuel by means of 
chemical absorption. Gas produced during the power production process or combustion 
process is sent to a carbon dioxide absorbing chamber and absorbed and separated using 
chemicals and solvents such as MonoEthanolAmine (IEA 2008a). Captured carbon dioxide is 
then compressed for transportation and storage process. It is estimated that 85-95% of the 
carbon dioxide can be removed from energy generating process (Cottrell et al 2009). Post 
combustion technology can be implemented in coal and gas power plants. This technology 
has not yet been in use commercially. However, three pilot power plants in Australia, Loy 
Yang , Munmorah and Gaobideian are being tested for the possibility of developing in full 
commercial scale power plants (Cottrell et al 2009). 
Oxy-fuel combustion is another process for carbon dioxide separation. The process involves 
the burning of fuel with pure oxygen in an air separation unit (IEA 2008a), which in return 
produces water and carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide is then separated from water by 
condensing and that is then compressed for further process. Using this process approximately 
80%-98% of carbon dioxide can be separated and captured (IPCC 2005). This technology 
can be used in both coal and natural gas power plants. Some elements of the capturing 
process are used in metal melting industries (IPCC 2005), however this technology has not 
yet been tested in commercial power plants for carbon dioxide capture. Environmental 
Research cooperation in USA, International Fame Research Foundation in Holland and 
Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries Co in Japan are testing the possibility to implement 
the technology in full scale (Buhre et al 2005).  
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Pre combustion technology is mostly suitable for coal gasification combined cycle power 
plants. Coal is converted into gaseous form before the combustion process. As a result carbon 
dioxide can be removed from fuel before the combustion process. This technology consists of 
two stages, in the first stage fuel is reacted with oxygen to generate carbon monoxide and 
water and in the second stage water is added to the reactor to generate carbon dioxide and 
hydrogen (IPCC 2005). Finally, carbon dioxide is removed and compressed for transportation 
and storage. North Dakota coal gasification combined cycle power has been capturing carbon 
dioxide using pre combustion technology for enhanced oil recovery in Canada (IPCC 2005). 
Pre- combustion technology is a comparatively new technology compared to post combustion 
and oxy-fuel combustion technology.   
Table 1 summarizes the cost of different power plants generating electricity; cost parameters 
presented in the table are from the software called Integrated Environmental Control Model 
(IECM). The costs are for new power plants with commercially available technology for 
generating electricity with and without carbon dioxide CCS technology. 
The CCS technology for new power plants will reduce emissions and hence environmental 
damage, but on the other hand it will increase the cost of electricity production. The cost of 
electricity is calculated using the formula  
 
FCHRVOM
KWCF
FOMFCFTCR
COE *
*8760*
)()(*)(


   (IPCC 2005) 
Here COE is the cost of electricity in US$ per KWh, TCR= Total capital required MUS$ , 
FCF = fixed charge factor, FOM= fixed operational and maintenance cost in MUS$, VOM= 
variable operation and maintenance cost US$ per KWh, HR= net heat rate of power plant in 
KJ per KWh, FC= fuel cost in US$ per KJ, CF= capacity factor of power plant, 8760= total 
hours in a year, KW = net output of power plant in KW. All the data used to calculate the 
cost of electricity are summarized in table 9 in appendix.  
The above equation shows different factors affecting the cost of electricity. For instance heat 
rate measures fuel efficiency of the power plant higher the heat rate lower is the efficiency of 
the plant, hence, higher the fuel costs. Higher capacity factor and net plant output on the 
other hand will reduce the cost of electricity. Several factors such as fuel cost, variable 
operating and maintenance cost, capacity of power plant may change over the life time of the 
power plant, hence the cost of electricity might change accordingly. 
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Table 1: Cost summary of new power plants with and without capture technology 
 PC IGCC NCGG  
Refrence plant     
Plants life years 30 30 30  
Cost year basis (constant 
Dollars) 2007 2007 2007  
Fuel type Bituminous Bituminous Natural Gas   
Net electricity output MW 472,6 564,3 545,6  
Plants Capacity factor % 75 75 75  
Fuel cost US$/GJ 1,62 1,62 5,06  
Net plant efficiency % 37,11 35,76 48,79  
Emission rate t/MWh 0,8579 0,8209 0,3797 A 
     
Capture Plant     
Plants life years 30 30 30  
Capture efficiency 90 % 90 % 0,9  
Net electricity output MW 385,6 518,8 372,1  
Net plant efficiency % 22,08 30,77 33,27  
Captured CO2  t/MWh 1,3 0,902 0,4986 B 
Emission rate t/MWh 0,1445 0,0933 0,0578 C 
     
Cost Parameter     
Fixed charge factor 14,8 14,8 14,8  
Reference plant TCR US$/KW 1638 1928 570,3  
Capture plants  TCR US$/KW 3645 2834 1401  
Incremental TCR US$/KW 2007 906 830,7  
COE of reference plant US$/ 
MWh 78,29 86,76 89,81 D 
COE of capture plant 
US$/MWh 125,31 124,80 158,69 E 
Incremental COE US$/MWh 47,01 38,04 68,88 E-D 
Cost of CO2 captured US$/t 
CO2 65,90 52,28 213,98 
(E-D)/(A-
C) 
  
In table 1, reference plant refers to power plants without a CCS facility, where as capture 
plant refers to similar power plants with CCS technology installed. For analytical purposes 
three power plants of net capacity of  472.6, 564,3 and 545,6 MW are taken into account for 
pulverized coal, integrated gasification combined cycle and natural gas combined cycle 
respectively without capture installed. Both PC plant and IGCC plant are assumed to use 
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bituminous coal as fuel for power production. For IGCC power plant selexol unit is 
employed, to capture carbon dioxide, while the PC and NGCC power plants employ an 
amine based capture facility typically known as MEA. Amine based capture is post 
combustion capture technology where as selexol is a pre-combustion. 
For with and without capture technology installed table 1 shows that the pulverized coal plant 
has the highest level of carbon dioxide emissions and natural gas power plant has lowest 
level of emissions . Without a capture facility PC power plant has lowest cost of electricity 
(78.29 US$/ MWh) whereas NGCC power plant has the highest (89, 81 US$/MWh). With 
capture facility installed cost of the electricity increased by 47.01 US$/MWh for PC plant, 
28.04US$/MWh for IGCC plant and 68.88 US$/MWh for NGCC plant, with capturing 
efficiency of approximately 90% of carbon dioxide from power plants. With CCS technology 
installed, NGCC power plant has the highest cost of electricity (158.69 US$/MWh) whereas 
IGCC power plant has the lowest (124.8 US$ / MWh).  
Net heat rate of power plant measures the fuel efficiency of the power plant. For 100% 
efficiency 1 KWh is equivalent to 3600 KJ. For instance, for reference PC plant heat rate is 
equal to 9700KJ (see table 9) this implies the power plant efficiency is equal to 3600/9700 = 
37.11%. This value is equal to the value presented in table 1 for reference PC plant. Hence, 
higher heat rates will imply lower efficiency of power plants.      
With capture technology, net efficiency has decreased in all three power plants and on the 
other hand total capital required per KWh has increased. Table 1 shows that the cost of CO2 
per ton captured is highest for NGCC plant (US$ 213 per ton CO2) and lowest for IGCC 
plant (US$ 52.3 per ton CO2) captured. Carbon dioxide emitted per MWh from gas fired 
power plant is less compared to coal fired power plants, therefore, capture cost per ton of 
CO2 for NGCC power plant is higher compared to the other two power plants. 
The following formula is used for calculating US$/t CO2 
Cost per  t CO2=
captureref
refcapture
EmissionEmission
COECOE


  
COEcapture and COE ref implies cost of electricity of reference plant and capture plant. 
Whereas emissionref and Emissioncapture refers to t/MWh carbon dioxide emitted from 
reference plant and capture plant respectively.   
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Effect of increase in fuel price 
Increase in global fuel price will have affect both the cost of per unit electricity produced and 
carbon dioxide captured. Table 2 summarizes the increase in electricity and capture cost for 
reference power plants increasing cost of fuel by 1 US$/ GJ while keeping all the other 
variables constant.  
Table 2: Increase in electricity and capture costs after 1US$/GJ increase in fuel cost 
Plant Fuel price Reference plant COE Capture Plants COE Capture cost US$ per t/CO2 
PC US$ 2.62/GJ 87.99 141.44 74.91 
IGCC US$2.62/GJ 96.83 136.58 54,63 
NGCC US$ 6.062/GJ 96.99 169.14 223,84 
 
Comparing the cost of electricity from table 2 with table 1, Table 3 presents incremental cost 
for all three power plants,   
Table 3 Incremental cost as a result of increase in fuel cost by 1US$/GJ 
Plant Fuel price Incremental 
reference plant 
COE 
Incremental 
capture Plants 
COE 
Incremental capture 
cost US$ per t/CO2 
Incremental 
capture cost % 
PC US$ 2.62/GJ 9.07 16.13 9.01 13.67 
IGCC US$2.62/GJ 10.07 11.78 2,34 4.49 
NGCC US$ 
6.062/GJ 
7.38 10.82 10,68 5.00 
 
Table 3 shows that NGCC plant has a lower increase in the cost of per unit electricity 
produced where as IGCC plant has a higher increase in cost of per unit electricity of produced 
for reference plant. For CCS system installed PC plant has the highest increase per unit cost 
of electricity produced (US$ 16/t CO2) whereas NGCC has lowest (US$ 10.82 /t CO2). As a 
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result of increase in electricity cost capture cost has increased by 13.67% for PC plant, 4.49% 
for IGCC plant and 5% for NGCC power plant. PC plant has the highest percentage increase 
for capture cost.   
Further capture cost can be decomposed into energy and non energy cost. We can model the 
relationship between capture cost, energy and non energy cost as linear. The relationship can 
be expressed as; 
    capture cost = energy cost + non energy cost  
Energy and non energy cost can be calculated as follows; for instance for PC plant by 
inserting fuel price equal to 0 US$/KJ in the table 9 in appendix will result in capture cost 
being equal to 51.0 US$/t CO2 and can be interpreted as non-energy cost. The difference 
between hypothetical case of 0 US$/GJ and actual case of 1.6 US$/GJ is thus energy cost 
equal to 14.06 US$/t CO2 (65.90-51.0=14.06). 
 Likewise energy and non- energy cost for IGCC power plant and NGCC is calculated and 
summarised in table 4. 
Table 4: Decomposition of Capture cost 
 Capture cost Energy Cost 
US$/ t CO2 
Non- energy cost US$/ t 
CO2 
Energy cost in % of 
total cost 
PC 65.90 14.60 51.0 22.15 
IGCC 52.28 3.52 48.76 6.73 
NGCC 213.98 54.85 159.13 25.27 
 
Table 4 shows that capture cost has a higher percentage share of non-energy cost compared to 
energy cost for all power plants. NGCC power plant has the highest percentage share of 
energy cost because of higher fuel prices compared to coal power plants whereas IGCC power 
plant has the lowest. On the other hand IGCC plant has the highest non-energy cost compared 
to PC and NGCC plants.   
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3.3    Feasibility of retrofitting power plants: 
At present research is focusing on the use and efficiency of CCS technology in newly 
established power plants for reducing the emission of CO2 into the atmosphere. To achieve 
reduction in CO2 emissions and limit its concentration in the atmosphere to 450ppm, it is 
important to explore the possibility to retrofit currently running power plants with CCS 
technology. A study conducted by IEA(2008a), IPCC(2005), MIT (2007) suggest that it is 
technologically possible to retrofit existing power plants with post combustion and oxy-fuel 
combustion capture technology.  Retrofitting existing power plants with CCS technology will 
require investment for new capture facilities and major technological modification depending 
on the remaining life span of the plants and availability of space for installing new capture 
facilities. According to a study conducted by McKinsey and company (2008)  retrofitting 
power plants older than 10-12 years will not be beneficial because of total output reduction 
compared to plant without CCS technology. Fuel cost and cost of CCS would be 30 percent 
higher than that of new build power plants (McKinsey and company 2008). This implies that 
recently built power plants are suitable for retrofitting despite the disadvantages. However, 
current studies conducted conclude that installing CCS technology in currently running power 
plants will be economically unprofitable at 90 US$ per ton CO2 (Golombek et al 2009). 
A study conducted by the U.S Department of Energy in 2010 stated that implementing 
capture technology will increase electricity costs by 30 percent for IGCC power plants and 80 
percent for pulverized coal power plants because of higher energy requirements for capture 
facilities (DOE 2010). On the other hand retrofitting plants might require temporary 
interruptions in energy production in order to implement the new system, which may reduce 
net output and revenue.  
Depending on net output of the power plants the study conducted by NETL (2007) showed a 
linear relationship between the investment required for retrofitting power plants and 
percentage capture of CO2. Research was conducted on pulverized coal power plants with 
probability of 30-50-70 and 90 percent carbon dioxide capture, and the investment required 
for different levels of capture facilities (NTEL 2007). Finally the study concludes that 
approximately a 10 percent increase in carbon dioxide capture leads to a 10 percent increase 
in capital investment (NTEL 2007). Therefore, installing the CCS system would lead to 
increase cost per unit of power produced.  
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3.4 Transportation  
Captured carbon dioxide could be transported through pipelines, large tankers, trains and 
ships by compressing and liquefying. Long distance transportation of carbon dioxide through 
pipelines has been in operation in US, Canada and Turkey for decades and is used for 
enhanced oil recovery ranging from 90km-808km and transporting 1.1-19.3 Mt of CO2 per 
year (IPCC 2005).  
Carbon dioxide transportation will require capital investment in infrastructure at the initial 
phase, however in the case of pipeline transportation in addition to fixed cost, operational and 
maintenance cost will also be required. Pipeline transportation through cities and densely 
populated areas will require public consensus, awareness and constant monitoring of pipelines 
for damage and leakage. The risk of carbon leakage decreases in the absence of impurities 
like sulphur dioxides, nitrogen oxides and other particles which corrodes the pipeline (IPCC 
2005). In the absence of these impurities transportation through the pipeline becomes a safer 
option. Transportation on water will require large capital investment in building huge vessels 
capable of carrying large amounts of CO2. Currently there are only four large ships around the 
globe for transporting liquefied food grade CO2 from Northern Europe to consuming regions 
(IPCC 2005). However, further research and design are ongoing in Norway and Japan for 
building larger transportation ships (IPCC 2005). Considering all the alternatives, the 
possibility of CO2 transportation pipelines is considered as the most suitable option (Bump et 
al 2009). Pipeline transportation does not require temporary storage and has advantages over 
other alternatives due to the possibility of providing steady flow of CO2 from emission site to 
storage site (Svensson et al 2004).  
A study conducted by MIT (2007) stated that the, “majority of coal-fired power plants 
situated in regions where there is high probabilities of CO2 sequestration site available 
nearby”, which on the other hand decreased the total transportation distance and hence the 
cost of per unit power production.  
Total transportation cost varies with the size of the power plant and distance transported from 
the power plant and cost of CO2 transportation decreases with increasing power plant capacity 
shown in figure 4. Transportation of CO2 per 200km for a 500MW power plant is in-between 
3-4 US$ per ton, whereas for a 700MW power plant it is 2-3 US$ per ton. Estimated costs are 
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relatively higher for low capacity plants i.e. 100MW, and lie in the range of 9-10 US$ per ton 
whereas for large capacity plants i.e. 1000MW costs are in the range of 1-2 US$ ton CO2. 
 
Figure 4:  Transportation Cost 
Source: McCoy et al (2005) Models of CO2 Transport and Storage Costs and Their Importance in CCS Cost 
Estimates. Fig 4a 
3.5 Storage  
Reduction of CO2 emissions in the atmosphere by means of capturing CO2 from emission 
source requires long-term storage. Presence of natural gas and CO2 under the earth’s crust 
over thousands of year’s indicates that it is possible to store CO2 underground.  Geological 
and oceanic sequestrations are two of the alternatives by which carbon dioxide can be stored. 
Geological sequestration is an artificial storage of CO2 in suitable geological sites by means 
of physical and chemical mechanisms. CO2 is compressed into supercritical fluid and injected 
in the deep geological formations with high pressure. The IPCC (2005) concluded that with 
careful site selection there is a possibility of storing carbon dioxide at least for thousands of 
years (IPCC 2005). Oceanic sequestration is possible by transporting CO2 by means of 
pipelines or large ships and storing it deep into the ocean floor via fixed pipes laid in the sea 
floor (Sarv 1999). Oceanic sequestration has large potential to store CO2 and is technically 
and economically feasible but due to possible environmental externality in future it has not 
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yet been politically accepted in US and Europe (MIT 2007).  In this paper I will only focus on 
geological storage.  
Saline formations, depleted oil and gas fields and un-mined coal reservoirs are regarded as 
suitable geological sites for CO2 (IEA 2008a). At the current moment there are uncertainties 
regarding total the magnitude of global storage capacity. IPCC indicted that there is 
possibility to store approximately 200-56000 GtCO2 (IPCC 2005).  
Enhanced oil recovery is also one of the possible methods to store CO2. Enhanced oil 
recovery is used to extract oil from the reservoirs. Firstly, carbon dioxide is captured from 
industries and then transported through pipelines to injection sites and CO2 is injected into the 
oil reservoirs, alternatively to CO2 water is also injected into the oil reservoirs. This process is 
known as water-alternating-gas (WAG) (Suebsiri et al 2006). Secondly, some of the injected 
water and CO2 is recovered with oil, water and CO2 is then separated from oil and re-injected 
into the reservoirs. During the process of re-injection of CO2 approximately 0.06 t of CO2 per 
ton injected is estimated to be recycled back into the atmosphere (Suebsiri et al 2006). To 
prevent trapped CO2 from leaking back into the atmosphere at the end of a project’s 
operational life time injection wells are sealed using cement particularly prepared for 
insulations (Zhouw el al 2005). However, uncertainties persist regarding material used for 
sealing the wells and weather it will hold CO2 underground indefinitely (see Zhouw et al 
2005). If abandoned wells are left unmonitored pressure generated from injected CO2 in the 
long run could generate fractures in the insulation material resulting in leakage of stored 
carbon dioxide back into the atmosphere.  
The EOR project located in Colorado, USA recovered approximately 1.9 US billion barrels of 
oil between 1944 and 1986 (IPCC 2005).  With higher prices in the market revenue will 
increase with amount of oil recovered from the reservoirs. In 2003 an estimated 2.97 
MtCO2/yr was injected producing approximately 13913 barrels of oil per day (IPCC 2005). 
Converting 2.97 MtCO2/year to tonne per year we get, 2970000tCO2 per year. This is 
equivalent to 8136.986 tCO2 per day. If 8136.986 tCO2 per  day injected, generates 13913 
barrels of oil then 1 tCO2  will approximately generate 1.71 barrel/t CO2.  
Burning 1 barrel of oil emits 317 kg of CO2, like wise 1.71 barrel of oil emits 542.07 kg CO2 
which is equivalent to 0.54207 t of CO2. While injecting 1 t CO2 underground to recover oil 
and to sequestrate it emits 0.60207 (0.54207+0.06) t CO2 back into the atmosphere. The 
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difference between 1 t CO2 injected to the reservoir and CO2 emitted back into the 
atmosphere will give the actual amount of CO2 sequestration through EOR which is equal to 
0.39793 t CO2.  
Geological sequestration requires suitable site selection and constant monitoring to avoid 
leakage from storage sites to underground water and back into the atmosphere. Large amounts 
of carbon dioxide leakage to underground water may adversely affect water quality by 
increasing the pH value (Zheng et al 2009) and high leakage rates back into the atmosphere 
will have health effects on humans and other living beings leading to dizziness, anxiety and 
even to death due to direct carbon toxicity (Benson et al 2002). However, these adverse 
effects can be avoided with proper site selection. But various studies of geological sites 
conclude that with multiple trapping mechanisms it is possible to store carbon dioxide for 
significantly long time with less than 1% leakage rate (IEA 2008b).  
It is important to create public awareness about CCS technology and especially when storage 
is onshore. Lack of public awareness might create negative perceptions about onshore storage 
due to the possible external effects of leakage when storage sites are close to residential area. 
This could lead power plants towards long distance offshore storage. As a result this might 
increase the cost of transportation and storage.   
Currently, a few large projects are in operation at commercial level successfully injecting 
carbon dioxide underground. Some of those projects are Slipner and Snøhvit in Norway, 
Weyburg in Canada, In Salah in Algeria and Gorgon in Australia (IPCC 2005). Slipner 
project in Norway is injecting CO2 in aquifer, Snøhvit is injecting in saline formations 
whereas Weyburg in Canada is using for enhanced oil recovery and In Salah in Algeria is 
using depleted hydrocarbon reservoirs and injecting an average rate of 2000 t day
-1
, 2000 t 
day
-1
, 3-5000 t day
-1
, 3-4000 t day
-1
 respectively (IPCC 2005). None of the above projects 
have yet experienced any CO2 leakage from the storage site (IEA 2008b)  
A study conducted by IPCC (2005) states that the cost of geological storage varies with sites. 
Therefore, low cost storage sites would be exploited first and higher cost sites will be left for 
future. Storage cost is a function of drilling, operational and maintenance, monitoring and site 
exploration cost. Taking into account all the cost variables, storage cost in geological 
formations calculated by IPCC are in range of 0.1-0-3 US$ per ton of CO2 injected. 
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An investment and injection cost varies with different types of geological reservoirs and with 
offshore or inshore storage. Table 5 illustrates cost of per metric ton CO2 storage offshore and 
onshore in different countries.  
Table 5:  Estimated costs US$ per ton of CO2 storage for onshore and offshore  
Option type On shore or offshore Location low mid high 
Saline formations Onshore Australia 0.2 0.5 5.1 
Saline formations Onshore Europe 1.9 2.8 6.2 
Saline formations Onshore USA 0.4 0.5 4.5 
Saline formations Offshore  Australia 0.5 3.4 30.2 
Saline formations Offshore N.Sea 4.7 7.7 12.0 
Depleted oil field Onshore USA 0.5 1.3 4.0 
Depleted gas field Onshore USA 0.5 2.4 12.2 
Disused oil or gas field  Onshore Europe  1.2 1.7 3.8 
Disused oil or gas field Offshore N.Sea 3.8 6.0 8.1 
Source : IPCC 2005 
Storage costs in saline formations in Australia for onshore storage vary in between of 0.2-5.1 
US$ CO2/t where as for offshore 0.5-30.2 US$ CO2/t. The decision to store offshore will 
increase storage cost by 40%-16.88%. This indicates that offshore storage is more costly as 
compared to onshore storage. Countries in Europe, Australia, and USA have lower cost of 
onshore and offshore CO2 storage compared to the North Sea which has the highest cost for 
both onshore in range of 4.7-12.0 US$ CO2/t and offshore in range of 3.8-8.1 US$ CO2 /t 
stored. 
3.6 Total cost of Carbon Capture and Storage 
Different components of the CCS system are independently and commercially available in the 
market. Capture technology is used in major power plants to separate carbon dioxide as 
abatement requirement. The CO2 transportation is being used in enhanced oil recovery in US 
for decades and for food industries in Northern Europe. However, there is little experience 
with fully incorporated CCS system on a commercial level (IPCC 2005). The cost of fully 
integrated CCS technology will depend on several engineering and economical factors. It will 
also differ with types of power plants, since different power plants like PC plants, NGCC and 
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IGCC power plants use completely different technology for production and capture processes. 
Transportation costs highly depend on the total distance needed to build infrastructure i.e. 
pipeline and per ton of carbon transported. However if potential storage reservoirs are not 
very far from the emission site the costs will be lower. Therefore, total cost for a fully 
integrated system might differ globally depending on the type and size of power plants and all 
factors mentioned above.  
To estimate the total cost of integrated CCS system, cost estimates of each component is 
obtained from capture costs calculated in section 3.2 for different power plants, transportation 
costs from section 3.4 are used assuming that total transportation distance from capturing 
facility to storage site is 210km for all power plants. Costs illustrated in figure 4 are 
calculated for PC power plants but it can also be taken to be the case for all power plants. In 
figure 4 transportation costs depend on the total output capacity of power plants i.e. the higher 
the net output of power plants the lower the transportation cost and vice versa.  In the case of 
storage cost I assume that due to higher costs of offshore storage, first inshore storage will be 
exploited. For transportation cost and storage cost mid point is taken. 
Table 6: Total cost for integrated CCS system in US$/t based on current technology 
 PC  IGCC  NGCC  
CO2 capture cost US$/t 65.90 52.3 213.99 
Transportation cost US$/t 3.5  3.5 3.5 
Storage Cost US$/t 3.2 3.2 3.2 
Total Cost US$/t 72.6 59 220.69 
 
Capture cost has the highest share of total cost for all power plants as shown in table 5. Table 
5 also shows that total sequestration cost per metric ton of CO2 is highest for new natural gas 
combined cycle plant. The costs presented for new power plants in table 6 are based on 
current commercial technology. Substantial cost reduction in capture process through research 
and development programme will make CCS technology more cost effective and competitive 
in the future. A wide range of development projects are underway worldwide for improving 
current technology and new cost effective capture technology (IPCC 2005).   
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4 Optimization Problem: The model 
Consider three types of power plants: power plants generating energy using fossil fuel without 
Carbon Capture and Storage technology, plants with Carbon Capture and Storage technology 
and plants generating electricity by means of renewable energy. The amounts of these three 
sources of electricity are denoted by x , y  and z , respectively. Social benefits from the 
production and consumption of energy are given by the strictly concave function )( zyxu  , 
where marginal utility )(' zyxu   is positive, for all relevant values of yx,  and z . In 
market equilibrium marginal utility is equal to consumer price ( )' pu  . 
For simplifying the analysis and assumptions made in the model I assume non exhaustibility 
of non renewable resources such that quantity extracted tomorrow will be independent of 
resources already extracted. Extraction cost per unit of fossil fuel is assumed exogenous and 
constant, denoted byb  in the model.  
Cost of producing non-carbon energy is )(zf  with 0'f  and 0'' f for all 0z and 
0)0(' f  . Here the cost of production is increasing and convex function of z . Renewable 
energy is site dependent, higher demand and consumption of this energy will lead to the 
necessity for building more hydropower stations, wind mills and solar panels. I assume that 
renewable energy first will be built in low cost locations and then moving to higher cost 
locations, thus increasing marginal cost. 
Carbon Capture and Storage technology will incorporate additional costs to power plants. In 
the model these costs are denoted by: capture cost )(yc , transportation cost )(yt  and storage 
cost yvs )( where, v   is accumulated storage. I assume that cost of capture and transportation 
can be described by increasing and convex function of amount of carbon dioxide captured and 
transported i.e. 0)(' yc , 0)('' yc  and 0)(' yt , 0)('' yt .  
Saline formation, depleted oil and gas fields are regarded as suitable reservoirs for disposal of 
carbon dioxide. Reservoirs once filled cannot be reused, therefore can be treated as non-
renewable resource (see Narita 2009). Total capacity of reservoirs vary therefore low cost 
reservoirs will be exploited first and gradually moving to higher cost as the quantity of CO2 
needed to be stored increases over time.  I assume that total cost of storage is strictly 
increasing for all 0v .  
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Consumption of fossil fuel without CCS technology will generate negative externality to the 
environment by emitting CO2 into the atmosphere. The stock of CO2 in the atmosphere is 
denoted by E. A standard assumption in the literature (see e.g., Hoel and Kverndokk (1996)) 
is that the development of E is given by, 
ExE 

 
The above expression states that change in accumulated carbon dioxide depends on total CO2 
emission and decomposition of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. Change in accumulated 
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is denoted by

E , x  is total emission and   is the decay rate 
of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and lies in the interval of 0 and 1. Deprecation of carbon 
dioxide is captured by E . For 1 implies instant decay of CO2 to harmless form. For  
0  infers that accumulated CO2 never decomposes such that second parameter in the 
equation becomes zero. Carbon dioxide emissions have long active life in the atmosphere and 
about 25% is likely to stay in the atmosphere forever (Archer 2005, Hoel 2008). For 
simplification, natural absorption capacity of CO2 in the atmosphere is assumed to be zero in 
the model i.e. 0  such that the above equation will be reduced to   
  xE 

 
The above equation states that change in accumulated carbon dioxide is linear function of 
CO2 emitted.   
 Let the cost associated with climate change be given by the environmental damage function
)(ED . I assume that damage function is increasing and convex of function of the stock of 
CO2 in the atmosphere i.e.
0)(' ED , 0)('' ED   for all 0E  and  0)0( D  .  
The objective is to maximize the present value of welfare of the global society, 
   maximize   dtEDzfyvsytycyxbzyxue rt )()()()()()()(
0



 
Subject to 
yv 

                         (1) 
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xE 

                                     (2) 
0,, zyx  
The interest rate r  is assumed to be exogenous throughout the model. 
The optimization problem mentioned above is solved using optimal control theory. The 
current value Hamiltonian is 
  xyEDzfyvsytycyxbzyxuH   )()()()()()(         (3)            
and necessary conditions for optimum are; 
0)(' 

 bzyxu
x
H
 (for 0x )             (4) 
0))()(')('()(' 

 vsytycbzyxu
y
H
 (for 0y )         (5) 
0)(')(' 


zfzyxu
z
H
 (for 0z )            (6) 
yvsr
V
H
r )('


 

   
0lim 

t
rt
t
e                                                                                                        (7) 
 and 
  are non positive parameters in the model . I have substituted 
   and 
   
in equation (8) and (9) as I prefer working with positive numbers. Here,   is shadow price of 
reservoir capacity and    is carbon tax on CO2 emissions inserting this into equations and 
rearranging we get  
yvsr )('

                 (8) 
)(' EDr
E
H
r 




   
   Inserting this in above equation and rearranging we get, 
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)(' EDr 

                 (9) 
0lim 

t
rt
t
e                                                                                                          (10) 
The condition (4) says that marginal welfare of consuming energy through power plants 
without CCS technology equals cost of extracting fossil fuel and tax on the emission. In the 
same way equation (5) means that marginal welfare of consuming energy from power plants 
with CCS system equals extraction cost plus shadow price of storage plus capture, storage and 
transportation cost of CO2. The condition (5) implies that marginal welfare to society by 
consuming renewable energy equals marginal cost of producing renewable energy. 
Along with transversality condition, equation (9) and equation (8) we get,   
  dEDet
t
tr


 ))((')( )(                                                                                                  (11) 
Together with differential equation (10) and equation (7) we get following condition  



t
tr ydvset   )((')( )(                                                                                                     (12) 
Rewriting equation 4, 5 and 6 we get, 
)()(' tbzyxup     if 0x        (4*) 
)()()(')(')(' tvsytycbzyxup      if 0y        (5*) 
)(')(' zfzyxup                                (6*) 
Where, )(t and )(t  is given by equation (11) and (12). Notice that 0z  always due to the 
assumption 0)0(' f . 
In equation (11) )(t  carbon tax is associated with environmental externalities which are 
equal to discounted future environmental damages due to accumulated CO2 in the 
atmosphere.  Consumption of fossil fuel emits carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and carbon 
tax is environmental tax imposed to regulate uncontrolled emission. From equation (11) it 
follows that the tax rate will be positive as long as marginal damage is positive i.e. 0E .  
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Positive emissions will lead to an increase in E  and hence marginal damage to environment. 
From equation (11) we can see that in optimum tax rate should be equal to marginal damage 
to environment. With zero deprecation of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and positive 
emission over time from equation (11) we can deduce that λ will be increasing overtime. 
)(t  in equation  (12) is shadow price associated with the reservoir capacity )(v  for CO2 
storage and is zero in the long run. 
As shown previously, 0)( tz  for all t . For x  and y  we have the following possible phases:  
Phase I: 0x , 0y  
Phase II: 0x and 0y  
Phase III: 0x and 0y  
Phase IV: 0 yx  
Following analysis will show that the final outcome will go through all four phases as time 
passes, starting with I and ending with IV 
Phase I : No CCS technology 
From equation (4*) and (5*) we have phase I if  )()()0(')0(' tvstcbbp   . 
The inequality holds for )()()0(')0(' tvstc   . This inequality must hold for 0  
and sufficiently small value of  . Since tax on carbon dioxide (λ) is rising, from equation (4) 
we have  bp  is also rising increasing the unit cost of energy production. This means 
that due to increase in p , first total demand zx  is declining. Thereafter, from equation (6*) 
we know that z is rising when  p  is rising. As a result in phase I x must be declining over 
time. 
As long as 0x , E must be rising, implying that  is rising over time this can be seen from 
equation (11). Given that )()()0(')0(' tvstc   is sufficiently low, with   increasing 
over time eventually reach the value )()()0(')0(' tvstc  . Once this occurs we move to 
phase II. 
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Phase II : Simultaneous use of CCS technology and traditional fossil fuel plants 
In this case 0x  and 0y , from (4*) and (5*) it follows that 
)()()(')(' tvsytycbb    must hold. For instance let’s assume that )(vs  is 
constant and therefore, 0 . Then it follows from the equation above that y  must be 
increasing since   is increasing over time. From this situation it can be deduced that p  , y  
and z rising and x  is declining. In due course  x  will decline to zero as higher emission 
penalty will make  x  economically unprofitable and expensive to consume and we would 
move into phase III.  
For 0)(' vs the situation is slightly more complex. From equation (1) and (8) we have 
  yvsryvstvs
dt
d
)(')(')()('   0 r  for all 0 . 
From this it is uncertain how   )(')(')( ytycvs   will develop overtime. As a result it 
is no longer obvious that y is rising through case II when 0)(' vs  for all 0v . In fact, for
0)(' vs  we shall show that y  must be declining in the end of phase II.  
Phase III: Only CCS technology and renewables  
For p  sufficiently high, all of the energy will be supplied by plants with CCS technology and 
renewable energy i.e. 0x , 0y  and 0z . Let’s denote the time period that x  reaches zero 
by *t . Clearly from *t  and onwards power plants without CCS technology will not be used 
i.e. 0x , E  will be constant and denoted by *E . Moreover from equation (11) it follows 
that for *tt  we get, 
r
ED
t
*)('
*)(     
Above equation implies that for 0x tax rate * will be large for higher interest rate. Notice 
that the interest rate is exogenously determined in the model.  
Since 0x before *t  and 0x  after t*, *)(  btp  for *tt   
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When 0x  it follows from equation (4*)-(6*) that 
)(')()(')(')(' zfvsytycbzyu   . For instance let’s assume that )(vs  is 
constant and therefore 0 . Then it immediately follows that 
)(')()(')(')(' zfvsytycbzyu    would give stationary solution for values for 
y and z . 
In case of 0)(' vs we have seen that )(vs is rising over time. This on the other hand 
implies that p must also be rising over time. To see this, let’s assume the opposite. For 
instance if 0

p , it immediately follows from equation (5*) and )(vs  rising 0

y  and 
from equation (6*) it follows that 0

z . But zy   declining over time is not consistent with 
0

p  when 0x . This contradiction proves that p must be rising over time. However, this 
contradicts *)(  btp  for *tt  , see above. Therefore we can conclude that phase III is 
not possible if 0)(' vs . If 0)'( vs  it follows that the outcome will go from phase II to phase 
IV.  
Phase IV: Only renewables 
This case can be characterized by the stationary solution )('*)('* zfzup   and  0 xy . 
This two equations determine p* and z*. The long-run value of  E* then follows from 
*
*)('
p
r
ED
b   
In other words, as long as *)( EtE  , we will have positive x , and thus in case I or II. 
The reason why 0y  is that **)()(')(' pvsytycb  , where v  denotes the long-run 
stationary value of v . Clearly y  can never jump from being positive value to zero. Since 
**)()(')(' pvsytycb   just before y becomes zero and   **)()(')(' pvsytycb   
after y  becomes zero, clearly states that y sometime time in phase II must start to decline. 
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Long run equilibria  
From the above discussion we can clearly see that phase III and phase IV are stationary 
solutions. From the deferential equations it is clear that xE 

 and equation (9) will remain in 
stationary equilibrium. This also implies that the outcome discussed in phase III and IV will 
never actually be reached. The actual outcome might start in phase I and move to phase II but 
remain in that phase II forever.  However, if 0)(' vs  then the outcome will asymptotically 
approach phase III and if 0)(' vs then the outcome will asymptotically approach phase IV 
but will never completely be zero. 
To summarize:  the outcome will start in phases I and move to phase II, or start directly from 
phase II if tax rates on carbon dioxide are sufficiently high. As a result the outcomes will 
asymptotically approach phase III if 0)(' vs  and phase IV if 0)(' vs . 
From the discussions we can see that if 0)(' vs , CCS technology will only be implemented 
if there are no fossil fuel power plants without CCS technology in use. This is due to the 
reason that unit cost of CCS are increasing, while the cost of fossil fuel use without CCS 
technology is constant as a result of tax on carbon dioxide being constant when there are no 
further emissions. Such combination of cost development is not consistent with 0x  and 
0y . However, any modification in our model for instance increase in tax rate even after 
0x  or decline in the cost of CCS technology might change the results we have achieved in 
the model. 
Some of the examples of such modifications are: not only power plants but other industrial 
sectors also emit carbon dioxide during production processes and increase in emissions in 
other sectors might increase the tax rate even if 0x . Secondly CCS technology with capture 
efficiency of 80-90% will release emissions from the power plants that are not captured. 
Therefore even if 0x there may be positive emission unless CCS reduces emissions by 
100%. On the other hand technology improvement can reduce the cost of CCS technology 
overtime making it cheaper to consume.  
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5 New plants with CCS vs. Renewable 
energy  
Renewable resources such as hydropower, solar energy, nuclear energy and wind power are 
cleaner and emission free sources of energy compared to fossil fuels. Renewable resources are 
abundant in the nature and less depleted whereas non renewable resources are limited to 
available reservoirs and increased consumption will slowly result in exhaustion.        
Generating electricity through renewable resources is not feasible technologically in some 
cases as hydropower and wind power are site dependent. Hydropower is dependent on river 
flows therefore must be located along river or streams and wind mills in windy areas or not 
feasible economically in many regions worldwide, which make fossil fuel power plants a 
cheaper alternative and more attractive option.  
Renewable energy usually has large capital cost in its initial phase and some variable cost but 
no fuel cost compared to coal and gas fired power plants. Electricity generation using 
renewable resources are well demonstrated and commercially available in the market both in 
small and large scale, however the CCS technology which is still in testing and demonstrating 
phase. CCS technology can be built in all types of power plants running on fossil fuels. Fossil 
fuels are finite resources and consumption of these non renewable resources is assumed to 
peak and decline in future as discussed in the optimisation problem, either due to increased 
extraction cost, high rate of depletion or high carbon tax due to increasing damage to the 
environment. Hence increasing cost of fossil fuel will also increase the cost of CCS 
technology. However technological improvement in future will make CCS more cost efficient 
and demand of fossil fuel will increase. 
In a joint research conducted by the International Energy Agency and Nuclear Energy Agency 
on the projected cost of generating electricity stated that the cost of generating renewable 
energy varies from country to country and it could vary between 39.7 US$/MWh to 83.2 
US$/MWh for hydropower, 120.6 US$/MWh to 1520.1 US$/MWh for solar and for wind 
from 31.1 US$/MWh to 94.3 US$/Mwh (IEA 2005). Data set from this research has been 
presented in table 7 and used in the following sections to do comparative cost analysis of 
electricity production with CCS technology and due to large variation in the data set I have 
used midpoint values for renewable and nuclear power plants. 
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Table 7: Cost summary for electricity generation for renewable power plants and with CCS 
power plants 
 I II III IV V VI VII 
 Hydro solar Wind Nuclear PC 
CCS 
IGCC 
CCS 
NGCC 
CCS 
Capital requirement 
US$MWh
-1 
50500 749050 41350 13200 3645 1928 1402 
Annual Operational and 
maintenance cost US$MWh
-1 
11.1 68.95 16.2 7.5 69.89 43.09 72.03 
Cost of electricity  US$MWh
-1 61.45 870 65 40 125,31 124,8 158,32 
Source: IEA 2005. Projected cost of generating electricity. 2005 update. 
5.1 Cost comparison between  hydropower and 
fossil fuel power plants with capture technology 
Hydropower plants generate electricity from moving water. Water is collected in dams or 
reservoirs and then released in high speed into turbines, which in return converts waters 
kinetic energy into electricity. With transmission lines electricity is transmitted to consumers. 
Electricity generation depends on the amount of water collected in the dams and the rate of its 
release into the turbines. The higher the amount of water released in high speed from the 
source the higher will be per unit of electricity generation.  
Globally hydropower potential has been utilized for centuries for running mills. With 
technological development over time today water is used to generate electricity. In 2007, 
hydropower was the world’s third largest source for electricity production and was estimated 
to be 15.6% of total electricity produced (IEA 2009b). Global potential to produce electricity 
is anticipated to be 14370 TW/h, of which 8082 is economically feasible to produce (IEA 
2000).     
Cost of producing hydropower depends on the size of the power plant which is major factor of 
cost.  
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In table 7, compared to non-renewable plants column V, VI and VII, hydropower plant 
(column I) has lowest operating and maintenance cost but has highest capital requirement per 
KWh of electricity produced.   
Comparing the cost of hydro electricity production with integrated CCS system: hydropower 
has the lowest value for cost per unit of electricity produced at 61.45 US$ per MWh whereas 
natural gas power plant had the highest at 158.32 US$ per MWh.  Therefore, hydropower 
production will be cheaper compared to PC plants, IGCC plants and NGCC plants. With 
lower cost of per unit electricity it will be beneficial to build more hydropower plant for 
electricity generation instead of fossil fuel power plants. Cost of electricity for hydropower is 
approximately US$ 63.35-96.55 MWh
-1
 cheaper compared to those of fossil fuel power 
plants. With higher electricity costs CCS will become less competitive in the market. From 
table 7 it implies that hydro power plant is a cheaper source of energy compared to CCS 
integrated power plants. 
5.2 Cost comparison between  solar and wind with 
fossil fuel power plants with capture technology 
Solar electricity can be produced in both large scale and small scale. Radiation from sun can 
be directly converted in to electricity with the help of semiconductors called solar cells made 
from semiconductors like silicon. In small scale, solar panel can be installed on roof tops and 
sunlight can be harvested to generate electricity and consume instantly or to charge DC 
batteries and consume later. Small solar panels can generate a few watts to kilowatts of 
electricity enough to light a household. This can be used for electrification of many rural 
villages in developing counties where there are no electricity facilities yet.   
For large scale electricity generation different designs are being used i.e. parabolic trough 
design, Power tower design, Dish design and Fresnel design (IEA 2009c). These deigns 
contain large lenses installed with sun tracking devices to collect maximum radiation from the 
sun to generate mega watts of electricity. This requires clear weather and open area where 
there is plenty of sunlight. Spain and USA together have plants with capacities of nearly 1GW 
installed and nearly 15 GW of projects are under construction around the world (IEA 2009c). 
Table 7 column II shows very high capital costs for solar power plants at 749050 US$ per 
KWh. Capital requirement is approximately 77122-77648 US$ per KWh higher compared to 
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fossil fuel power plants. Solar power plant has the lowest operational and maintenance cost 
compared to that of PC plant and NGCC power plant but higher than IGCC plant. 
Cost of electricity of solar power energy is very high compared to that of fossil fuel power 
plants with capture technology. Higher costs of solar energy will make new CCS technology 
more attractive and competitive compared to solar.   
Wind power plant 
Wind power plants generate electricity through one or more large turbines which rotate from 
the force of wind. These blades are connected to electric generators that turn wind’s kinetic 
energy into electricity. The higher the speed of wind the faster the blades rotate hence more 
electricity is produced. Electricity generation varies with wind speed; with no wind blowing 
no electricity is produced. Wind farms can be constructed both off-shore and on-shore.  
Wind power plants are operating in more than 50 countries, with installed capacity of 121 
GW with on-shore and off-shore electricity production (IEA 2009d). Cost of generating 
electricity varies from country to country and whether the power plant is build off-shore or 
on-shore. Off-shore plants are still in early phase therefore cost of off-shore electricity 
generation is more expensive than onshore as a result there are less off-shore wind power 
plants installed compared to onshore (IEA 2009d). It also depends on number of turbines the 
installed to generate electricity. 
Table 7 shows that fossil fuel power plants with capture technology has lower capital 
requirement than wind power plant but has higher operational and maintenance costs. NGCC 
power plant has the lowest capital requirement at 1402 US$ per KWh but on the other hand it 
has the highest operational and maintenance cost at 17.03 US$ per MWh compared to wind 
power plant. In contrast wind power plant has the highest capital required per KWh and the 
lowest operational and maintenance cost compared to fossil fuel power plants. 
Cost of electricity is lower for wind power plant in comparison to PC, IGCC and NGCC 
power plants. Power plants with CCS technology will be less competitive in the market 
because of lower cost per unit of electricity produced by wind power plants. However, with 
wind power plant, electricity fluctuates with the speed of wind therefore to meet electricity 
demand backup electricity generation might be needed. Wind technology is already on a 
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commercial level and with further R&D research it will be possible to generate electricity 
more efficiently and at lower cost than mentioned.    
5.3 Cost comparison between  nuclear and fossil 
fuel power plants with capture technology 
Nuclear power plants use uranium and plutonium as fuel for generating electricity. In the 
nuclear reactor either one of the fuel is used to create nuclear fusion generating huge amounts 
of heat which is utilized to create steam that drives turbines located in the power plant (IEA 
2007a) . As a result electricity is produced from the plant. Nuclear power plants produce 
radioactive waste that has a long radioactive life and can be potentially harmful for the 
environment if not disposed carefully. Radioactive wastes require long term storage like 
carbon dioxide to avoid possible negative impacts.    
In 2007, 13.8% of global electricity was produced using nuclear energy which is 
approximately 22792 TWh with install capacity of 372 GW (IEA 2009b). In 2050 nuclear 
electricity is projected to increase to 1000 GW (MIT 2003). 
In case of nuclear power plants the cost of electricity production is US$ 40 per MWh as 
shown in table 7 column IV, which is lower compared to fossil fuel power plants. Compared 
to capture power plants cost of electricity in nuclear power plant is more economical. Lower 
nuclear electricity cost will reduce competitiveness of CCS power plants. However, nuclear 
power plants operate with non-renewable resources and as these resources get scare prices 
will rise, increasing cost of electricity production.    
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6 Environmental  policies and 
deployment of CCS technology  
Global warming and climate change are results of past and current emission of CO2 emitted 
from different energy related plants. However, energy is essential for socio-economical 
development in society. To sustain high levels of economic growth and energy demand, 
consumption of fossil fuel is expected to increase in the medium and long run increasing 
anthropogenic CO2 emission into the atmosphere. Therefore, substantial reduction in current 
level of emissions is essential to avoid the adverse effects of global warming and climate 
change.  
In an attempt to reduce anthropogenic CO2, the Kyoto protocol, an international agreement 
was established in 1997 between industrialized nations also stated as Annex I parties in Kyoto 
agreement. Article 3 in the Kyoto protocol commits Annex I countries to reduce their 
emission by at least 5% below 1990’s emission levels in the period of 2008-2012 and Article 
2 states that “research on, promotion, development and increased use of, renewable forms of 
energy, of carbon dioxide sequestration technologies and of advanced and innovative 
environmentally sound technology” (UNFCCC 1998).    
Flexible market mechanisms such as emission trading (ET), clean development mechanism 
(CMD) and joint implementations (JI) were established under the framework of the Kyoto 
protocol to meet the target level set for each countries effectively. Emission trading also 
known as the carbon market allows trade of emission quotas among the countries. For 
example countries with high marginal abatement costs for reducing their emission can trade 
with counties with lower marginal abatement costs by buying their quotas. Whereas, clean 
development mechanism allows Annex I counties to develop emission reduction projects in 
developing countries. Countries operating these projects receive certified emission reduction, 
equivalent to reducing emissions at home but at lower cost. Joint implementation is similar to 
clean development projects, joint implementation is organized by Annex I countries and 
hosted by one of Annex I member country, whereas CMD is hosted by developing countries 
(UNFCCC 1998). 
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Since 1997, developing nations such as India and China have committed to the Kyoto 
agreement to reduce their emission level. China and India are categorized as non-annex 
countries in the Kyoto agreement and do not comply to reduce their emissions. The USA on 
the other hand, one of the largest emitter of CO2 has rejected to ratify their treaty. Emissions 
from one country not only have negative impact on their environment but also on other 
countries as well since environmental externalities are caused by global increase in CO2 
concentration. Greenhouse gases are uniformly mixing pollutants therefore accumulated 
concentration in the atmosphere is independent of where emission source is located. Countries 
such as USA will still benefit from other country’s emission reduction programs, even if the 
country itself is not participating in global emission reduction. This is a problem as it is not 
fair. 
Countries at national level are free to choose different instruments i.e. tax on emissions and/or 
permit system to meet emission reduction in cost effective way. Permits can be implemented 
through different methods; by auction or free distribution. With a fixed amount of permits 
issued both methods will be equally effective to peruse the goal. Firms with lower marginal 
abatement costs will sell their quotas in the market whereas firms with higher abatement costs 
will buy. In theory, trade will continue until marginal abatement cost is equalized among all 
firms. In equilibrium all profit maximising firms will emit until marginal abatement costs are 
equal to tax or permit price. With the auction of permits and tax on emissions there is income 
transfer from firms to government whereas with free permits there are none.  Internationally 
marginal cost of abatement varies considerably from country to country. Developing countries 
have relatively lower marginal costs of CO2 reduction compared to developed counties. With 
tradable permits under the United Nations Convection for Climate Change, Annex I countries 
are allowed to buy and sell permits in international markets. In 2003, the European Union 
formed the European Trading Scheme (ETS) for its member states within the framework of 
the Kyoto protocol to help to meet the terms of commitment. The ETS implemented the 
Scheme first time  during the period 2005-2007 as a testing phase designed to guide its 
member states for the commitment period of 2008-2012 with carbon market price of 24-
31.30
1
 US$ per metric ton of CO2 (Reilly et al 2005).  
                                                 
1
 Units are converted from 2005 Euro to 2005 US$ /CO2  using exchange rate for Euro-USD from European 
Central Bank Data  
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Higher costs of CCS technology are one of the major challenges for large-scale deployment 
on a commercial level. With substantially higher tax regimes the marginal cost of abating will 
increase making emissions more expensive. Higher production costs will result in Research 
and Development of new cost effective technology and consumption of cheaper alternatives 
as discussed in section 4 in optimization problem. Development of new technologies will play 
a vital role in climate change mitigation. This might also induce use of CCS technology on a 
large scale. IPCC (2005) in their special report on Carbon Capture and Storage stated that 
CCS technology will start deploying in commercial market at 25-30 US$ per ton of CO2. 
Further in this section, I assume that in future emission cap will be established with uniform 
tax globally. Tax on carbon dioxide will increase the marginal cost of electricity produced. 
This section attempts to illustrate how different hypothetical tax levels will affect the 
marginal cost of electricity, hence deployment of CCS technology. Tax rate of US$ 0, 
50, 100 and 150 per metric ton of CO2 emitted is taken into account.  
Table 8: Marginal cost of producing electricity with different tax levels for power plants with 
and without capture technology  
 PC IGCC NGCC CCS PC CCS 
IGCC 
CCS 
NGCC 
Cost of  electricity US$ 
MWh
-1  
78,29 86,76 89,81 125,31 124,80 158,7 
Emission rate t CO2 
MWh
-1
 
0,8579 0,8209 0,3797 0,1445 0,0933 0,0578 
Marginal cost 
calculation: 
      
Tax rate US$/t CO2       
0 
78,29 86,76 89,81 125,31 124,8 158,7 
50 
121,185 127,805 108,795 132,535 129,465 161,59 
100 
164,08 168,85 127,78 139,76 134,13 164,48 
150 
206,975 209,895 146,765 146,985 138,795 167,37 
 
Below is the formula used to calculate the marginal cost: 
Emission penalty = Emission rate t CO2 MWh
-1
 * CO2 price per t CO2 emitted 
Total Marginal Cost = Emission penalty + Cost of producing electricity  
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Zero Emission Tax 
As illustrated in table 8, with no emission penalty new carbon capture plants have higher 
marginal costs of producing electricity than newly built plants without CCS technology. We 
also see that costs are highest for new NGCC plant with CCS system. Hence, with no tax on 
emission and higher costs for CCS power plants, they will not be competitive in the market. 
Emission tax = 50 US$/t CO2 
All emissions from CCS power plants are not captured. If 90% capture efficiency for power 
plants is taken into account 10% of emissions from power plants are released into the 
atmosphere. Assuming that all plants will have to pay tax on emissions not captured, this 
increases their marginal cost of producing electricity with an increase in tax rate, however not 
at the same level as new power plants without capture facility. At a tax price of 50US$/t CO2 
marginal cost increases for all power plants. At this tax rate, cost of CCS NGCC plant is still 
high followed by CCS PC as shown in table 8. This indicates that at 50 US$/t CO2 emission 
tax power plants with capture technology will be less competitive in the market.  
On the other hand, without emission taxes the marginal cost of producing electricity with 
NGCC power plant is higher compared to PC and IGCC but with emission penalty NGCC 
power plants are more economical then IGCC and PC see table 8. 
Emission tax =100 US$/t CO2 
At emission penalty of 100US$ /t CO2 marginal cost for NGCC plant is still lower than other 
power plants with and without capture technology at 127.78 US$/MWh. Whereas NGCC 
power plant with capture  has the highest marginal cost at 164.48 US$/MWh .  At this tax rate 
CCS PC and CCS IGCC power plants are cheaper than plants without capture. With cheaper 
power production CCS PC and IGCC plants will be competitive in the market compared to 
those without CCS see table 8. 
Emission tax= 150 US$/t CO2 
At tax price of 150 US$ both PC and IGCC plant are expensive. The CCS IGCC power plant 
has the lowest marginal cost among all the power plants. The NGCC, CCS PC and CCS 
IGCC marginal cost lie almost in the same range. At this emission penalty, CCS NGCC 
power plants become competitive compared to PC and IGCC.  
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With CCS technology a significant reduction in carbon dioxide can be achieved. However, in 
absence of tax on emissions and with higher cost of electricity generation, CCS is less likely 
to be adopted in large scale. From table 8 it can be seen that with a substantially high 
emission penalty CCS technology would become competitive in the market with plants 
without capture. However, with abundant availability of fossil fuel and large-scale 
deployment of CCS technology a fraction of total CO2 produced during electricity production 
will still be released back into the atmosphere. If fossil fuels are consumed at accelerating rate 
with the amount of fossil fuel available, then 10% emissions released from CCS power plants 
might have significant impact on the environment when looked at from the perspective of 
future. 
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7 Conclusion 
The main attempt of this paper is to calculate and analyze the cost of carbon capture and 
storage and cost of electricity before and after the implementation CCS technology in the 
power plants. The analysis demonstrates that cost of the electricity increases in all three 
power plants compared to reference plant as a result of installing carbon dioxide capture 
technology. With or without carbon capture installed NGCC power plant was found to more 
costly than PC and IGCC power plants. It was found that NGCC plant has the highest cost per 
ton of carbon dioxide captured compared to coal-based plants and retrofitting power plants 
are economically unprofitable at 90 US$ per ton CO2. In the model an increase in global fuel 
price by 1 US$/GJ resulted in increase in capture cost by 13.67% for PC plant, 4.49% for 
IGCC plant and 5% for NGCC plant which shows sensitiveness of capture cost to change in 
fuel prices. Furthermore, it was found that decomposing the capture cost into non-energy and 
energy cost, non-energy cost component has a higher percentage share than that of energy 
cost.  
In the integrated CCS system capture cost per ton of carbon dioxide is the dominating factor 
of total cost. For all types of power plants transportation cost varied with size of the power 
plant and distance from it and cost decreased with increased capacity of plant. Results also 
indicated that offshore storage is more costly compared to onshore storage.  
Discussion on the optimization problem highlights that in the long run CCS technology will 
decline over time because of increasing costs as capture technology will always incorporate 
additional cost on power plants and due to limited storage available. As a result to fill the gap 
more of renewable source of energy will be in use.  
Comparing cost of electricity with CCS technology power plants, hydropower, wind and 
nuclear energy are found to be cheaper where as solar energy is found to be more expensive. 
It was also found that with implementation of high carbon dioxide taxes; higher marginal 
costs for power plants without CCS technology would make power plants with CCS 
technology more attractive option for power generation.  
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Appendix 
Table 9: Cost variables for power plants with and without CCS technology 
  PC  IGCC  NGCC CCS PC CCS IGCC CCS NGCC 
TRC 774200000 1088000000 311200000 1405000000 1447000000 521200000 
FCF 0,148 0,148 0,148 0,148 0,148 0,148 
FOM 27020000 36970000 7364000 43190000 51330000 13750000 
CF 0,75 0,75 0,75 0,75 0,75 0,75 
KW 472600 564300 545600 385600 518800 372100 
VOM 0,016979125 0,01704457 0,037353791 5,28533E-05 0,028037794 0,0667468 
HR 9700 10070 7419 16130 11700 10820 
FC 0,00000162 0,00000162 0,000005062 0,00000162 0,00000162 5,062E-06 
COE US$ 
/MWh 78,29776967 86,76231726 89,81188725 125,3114209 124,8808227 158,69514 
 
COE is cost of electricity in US$ per KWh, TRC= Total capital required MUS$, FCF = fixed 
charge factor, FOM= fixed operational and maintenance cost in M US$, VOM= variable 
operation and maintenance cost US$ per KWh, HR= net heat rate of power plant in KJ per 
KWh, FC= fuel cost in US$ per KJ, CF= capacity factor of power plant, 8760= total hours in 
a year, KW = net output of power plant in KW 
